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Abstract. In this paper we present the gaze-dependent ambient occlusion technique in which information about the human viewing direction
is used to vary accuracy of ambient occlusion computation. The screen
region surrounding the observer’s gaze position is rendered with maximum precision, decreasing gradually towards the parafoveal regions. The
rendering speed-up is achieved by reducing the number of sampling rays
with increasing distance to a gaze point captured by the eye tracker.
We conduct experimental evaluation of the perceptual visibility of the
ambient occlusion shadows outside observer’s region-of-interest. We also
present our GPU-based implementation of the gaze-dependent ambient
occlusion system.
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Introduction

Ambient occlusion (AO) is technique used in the local illumination shading models to improve realism of renderings through shadowing of the ambient light. In
comparison to the full global illumination solutions, AO requires less computations and produces plausible perceptual simulation of the global lighting model.
However, ambient occlusion algorithm still needs demanding resources to achieve
high quality renderings and cannot be rendered in real time even based on the
contemporary high-end GPUs.
In this work we present the gaze-dependent ambient occlusion technique in
which information about the human viewing direction is used to varying accuracy
of ambient occlusion computations. The screen region surrounding the observer’s
gaze position is rendered with maximum precision, decreasing gradually towards
parafoveal regions. Number of the ambient occlusion sampling rays is decreased
with increasing distance to a gaze point what speeds-up the rendering.
The main goal of this work is a perceptual evaluation of the perceptual
visibility of the ambient occlusion shadowing in the parafoveal regions. We argue
that the AO effect can be clearly visible only in high frequency regions. We use
the gaze-dependent Contrast Sensitivity Function (CSF) to model observer’s
region-of-interest (ROI) and we conduct experimental evaluation of the visibility
of the AO shadows outside ROI.
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Our gaze-dependent AO implementation relies on NVIDIA OptiX library1 ,
which operates on CUDA2 engine. The system renders images with the interactive performance of a few frames per second.
To the best of our knowledge, a concept of a gaze-dependent ambient occlusion is novel and was not be proposed so far. However, the latest progress in
GPU performance and eye tracking technologies make this solution practical and
interesting from the computer graphics and the vision research point of view.
In Section 2 of this paper we describe the ambient occlusion algorithm and
discuss why the full ambient occlusion method has been chosen instead of approximated AO methods like the screen space ambient occlusion. In Section 3 our
concept of the gaze-dependent ambient occlusion rendering is presented followed
by description of the implementation (Section 3.4). The experimental evaluation
and results are discussed in Section 4. The paper ends with conclusions and
future work in Section 5.
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Background

In the Phong reflection model, diffuse and specular reflections are varying due to
observer and lights position, but ambient light is constant. Having this assumptions, we miss the inter-reflections between rendered objects. Adding ambient
occlusion for varying ambient light creates very convincing soft shadows, that
combined with indirect lighting give realistic images [1, Sect. 9.2].
The goal of the AO technique is to take the visibility into account during
integration of radiance values at the surface point p. Some directions over the
hemisphere Ω are blocked by other objects in the scene, or by other parts of
the same object. It is assumed that these directions have zero incoming radiance
and this information is taken into account during computation of the occlusion
factor ka [2]:
1
ka =
π

Z
Vp (ω)(N · ω)dω,

(1)

Ω

where V () denotes the binary visibility function from the point p, which
returns 0 if a ray cast from p in the direction of ω is blocked, and 1 if it is not
(N is a normal vector of a surface at p). The ka factor is further used instead of
the ambient light coefficient in the Phong reflection equation.
In our gaze-dependent technique, we use extension of the AO algorithm proposed in [3], in which the visibility function is replaced with a distance mapping
function ρ(). ρ() is continuous function ranging from 0 at an intersection distance
of 0 to 1 at intersection distance greater than a specified maximum distance. In
contrary to the standard method, the distance function gives correct results also
for the enclosed geometry.
1
2

See: http://www.nvidia.com/object/optix.html
See: http://www.nvidia.com/object/cuda home new.html
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The significant computational complexity of the AO algorithm is caused by
a large number of rays (counted in hundreds of millions) that must be casted
from an intersection point and traced to approximate the visibility. A few realtime methods of ambient occlusions computation were proposed [4–6]. However,
they are based on approximations that introduce visible artefacts like haloing.
Objects outside of the screen are not considered during computations resulting
in inaccurate values of ka , computed occlusion is dependent on viewing angle
and camera’s position, etc. We argue that a fundamental shift to the full AO
method is necessary and we do not evaluate simplified techniques (e.g. screen
space ambient occlusion) in this paper.

3

Gaze-dependent Rendering of Ambient Occlusions

In the gaze-dependent ambient occlusion technique the detailed computations
are performed in the region of interest. The further from the gaze point, the less
detailed ambient factor is rendered saving computation time. While, the use of
eye tracker leaves observer with a feeling that the scene is fully detailed.
3.1

Rendering engine architecture

The outline of our gaze-dependent ambient occlusion system is presented in
Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Gaze-dependent ambient occlusion rendering system.

The viewing direction of an observer is captured by the eye tracker. Sampling
of the screen is varied based on location of the gaze point and the shape of the
gaze-dependent Contrast Sensitivity Function ([7], see also Sect. 3.2). In general,
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less AO rays are generated in the parafoveal region to compute the AO factors
with decreased precision but significantly faster. In parallel, the Phong based
lighting equation is solved to compute ambient, diffuse, and specular components
for every pixel. The ambient component is blended with the AO factors also
considering the shape of the gaze-dependent CSF, resulting in the final image
with gradually decreasing influence of the AO factor in the parafoveal regions.
3.2

Region of interest sampling

The ambient occlusion factors have rather subtle influence on the final image
appearance, especially when the image is rendered basing on the Phong lighting
model. This shadowing of ambient light is visible as a high frequency information
in characteristic regions of a scene (e.g. at corners, close to complex objects,
etc.). Frequency of AO shadows is higher than variability of the Phong ambient
shading. We use this perceptual phenomenon to model the drop-off of the AO
rendering quality based on the gaze-dependent CSF. This idea is consistent with
drop-off of the visual sensitivity across the visual field modelled by the classic
CSF [8]. The number of the AO rays is reduced with increasing distance from
the gaze point, therefore the total number of rays for a region is decreased. It
reduces the screen space sampling frequency of the AO shading and decreases
visibility of the AO effect.
Large reduction in the number of the AO rays generates adverse noise. This
noise is noticeable even in the parafoveal vision and generates strong temporal
aliasing (see Figure 2). Therefore, we additionally blend the AO factors with
the regular ambient colour component which removes noise from the parafoveal
regions (see Fig. 6). This blending is also weighted by the gaze-dependent CSF.

Fig. 2. Gaze-dependent ambient occlusion without blending (visible noise). The same
scene rendered with blending is presented in Fig. 6.

In our gaze-dependent AO technique we use the gaze-dependent CSF proposed by Peli et al. [7]:
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Ct (E, f ) = Ct (0, f ) ∗ exp(kf E),
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(2)

where Ct denotes contrast sensitivity for spatial frequency f at an eccentricity
E, k determines how fast sensitivity drops off with eccentricity (the k value is
ranged from 0.030 to 0.057). Based on the above equation, the cut-off spatial
frequency fc can be modelled as:
fc (E) = min(max display cpd, 43.1 ∗ E2 /(E2 + E)),

(3)

where E2 is retinal eccentricity at which the spatial frequency cut-off drops
to half its foveal maximum (from 43.1 cpd to 21.55 cpd, E2 = 3.118, see details
in [9]). In this equation, we flatten the CSF function with min(max display cpd, ...)
operator to take into consideration the limited resolution of our display (see
Sect. 4.1). The shape of the CSF function and the computed region-of-interest
mask are presented in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Left: Gaze-dependent Contrast Sensitivity Function (the dashed line denotes
threshold frequency of our display). Right: ROI coefficient computed based on CSF
(centre at (1000, 500)), lighter areas denotes that AO will be computed with higher
accuracy.

3.3

Eye tracker fixations

Eye trackers capture two types of eye movement called saccades and smooth
pursuit. A smooth pursuit is active when eyes track moving target and are capable of matching its velocity. A saccade represents a rapid eye movement used
to reposition the fovea to a new location, which lasts from 10 ms to 100 ms.
The main goal of the gaze tracking is however to capture a single location an
observer intents to look at. This process is known as a visual fixation. A point
of fixation can be estimated as a location where saccades remain stable in space
and time [10].
In our work we approximate the mechanism of visual fixation by pooling gaze
points and using averaged gaze position for consecutive rendering frames. We
argue that this simple technique is the best suitable for our application. There are
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many fixation algorithms that provide more advanced spatial-temporal analysis
of gaze points (see [10, 11] for survey), but generally they decrease the accuracy of
the fixation point estimation [12] and are not suitable for the computer graphics
applications [13].

3.4

Implementation

In this section we provide a description of the implementation of the gazedependent AO system. Our application is based on the AO example delivered
with the OptiX SDK package [14]. We extended this code to the gaze-dependent
technique based on ROI and CSF. We also implemented the eye tracker interfaces.

Ambient occlusion based on OptiX The implementation of gaze-dependent
AO is divided into a host program (written in C++), and a set of GPU shader
programs:
– ray generation program - tracing rays from the viewer towards the scene
(the primary rays).
– closest hit program - computing lighting equation. This is main shader which
looks for intersections of rays with scene objects and computes the colour
based on the Phong lighting equation together with our gaze-dependent AO
technique.
– any hit program - calculating any hit occlusion. It is used for tracing rays from
the intersection points (pointed by the rays which are calculating radiance).
These secondary rays are used to compute the ambient occlusion factor.
The main modules of the gaze-dependent AO implementation are located
in the closest hit program where the ROI-based sampling is performed. This
program also computes the final blending of the AO factors and the ambient
light.

Eye tracker library We implemented the ETlib library responsible for managing communication between the eye tracker software and our application. ETlib
also supports the calibration of eye tracker, which must proceed every eye tracking session [11]. During calibration observer is asked to look at calibration markers displayed one-by-one in different region of the screen. The process is finished
after registration of gaze positions for a given number of the markers (5 in our
case). Based on the captured data, the mapping from the eye tracker camera
coordinates to the display screen coordinates is computed. Precise calibration
is extremely important because it affects further accuracy of the captured gaze
positions [15].
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Experimental Evaluation

The main objective of our experimental evaluation was to prove that one can
minimise the ambient occlusion sampling in parafoveal area with only slight
influence on observers perception of the AO effect. We also analyse a performance
boost achieved due to decrease of the rendering computations.
4.1

Stimuli and hardware setup

Our experimental scene presents the fixed Stanford Dragon Model3 (50,008 vertices and 100,005 faces) enclosed in the 5 walls box (see Fig. 4). The scene is
rendered with interactive speed by our AO software based on the OptiX engine
(see Sect.3.4).
We use SMI RED250 [16] eye tracker working with the frequency 250 Hz and
the accuracy close to 0.5◦ of the viewing angle, and controlled by the proprietary
SMI iViewX software. This software runs on the remote PC and sends gaze data
via TCP network to the ETlib driver (see Sect. 3.4). Eye tracker captures location
of observer’s gaze points that are further used to compute the ROI-based AO
factors and to blend the final colour. All computations are performed on PC
equipped with 2.8 GHz Intel i7 930 CPU with 8 GB of RAM, Windows 7 64bit
OS, and a GPU NVIDIA GeForce 480 GTX 512MB graphics card. The stimuli is
displayed on 22 inch Dell, with the 1680x1050 resolution (60 Hz) and dimensions
47.5 cm width x 30 cm height. The observers sit in a 60 cm distance from the
display what results in the screen resolution close to 20 cpd (cycles per degree).
We use high quality image rendered with the full frame AO effect (without
ROI sampling, with 400 AO rays per pixel, see Fig. 4) as a reference in the
quality and in the performance comparisons.

Fig. 4. The reference image with the full frame ambient occlusion

3

http://www.mrbluesummers.com/3572/downloads/stanford-dragon-model
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4.2

Quality evaluation

During quality evaluation observers were asked to assess the perception of AO
quality deterioration caused by the reduced sampling in the parafoveal area and
by blending with the ambient light. We conducted the double stimulus experiment where observers looked freely at the full frame AO and then at gazedependent AO driven by the eye tracker (for 20 seconds each). Next, observers
were asked to assess deterioration of the AO quality using a 5-point Likert scale
(5-no deterioration, 4-slight, 3-medium, 2-large, 1-extremely large). The procedure was repeated for 5 different camera settings (different view points). During
observation, the camera was slowly animated to force constant recomputing of
the image. We asked 7 participants to take part in the experiment, 6 males and
one female, age between 21 and 23 years, they had normal or corrected to normal
visual acuity. All participants passed basic computer graphics course and were
familiar with the AO technique.
Figure 5 (left) depicts results of the experiment. The average difference mean
opinion score (DMOS) [17] for every observer and every camera setting is equal
to 1.31 (sem = 0.11, std = 0.68) which corresponds to judgement between the
medium and the slight deterioration. Significantly better results were achieved
for the camera setting 5 (DMOS = 0.86, see Fig. 5,right). In this case the AO
shadows are away from each other. Observers cannot see opposite region in
parafoveal region and their perceptual experiences were close to observation of
the full screen AO.
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Fig. 5. Left: Result of experiments showing observers assessment of the AO quality
deterioration. The circles depict the DMOS for five different camera settings. Error
bars show the standard error of mean (SEM) of the DMOS values. DMOS values
correspond to difference beween Likert scale values between reference and test images.
Right: The rendering for the camera setting 5 giving the best assessment results.

In Fig. 6 two example frames depicting the gaze-dependent renderings are
presented (Camera setting 1). It can be seen that shading caused by the AO
factor is stronger in the centre of the ROI and weakens with the distance.
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Fig. 6. Images rendered with the gaze-dependent ambient occlusion. The white X indicates the centre of ROI. In the left image there is visible AO effect in the upper corner
of the box, and there is no shadow below the dragon model. In contrary, in the right
image where the position of the ROI is close to the dragon, these shadows are visible
very well, and there is only a slight shadow on the wall behind the dragon.

4.3

Performance evaluation

To compare timings for the full frame AO and the gaze-dependent AO, we measured the speed of rendering for 3 different camera settings. We achieved 1.26 fps,
0.96 fps, and 0.62 fps for Camera 1, 2, and 3 respectively in the full frame
AO mode (for performance reasons, the resolution of renderings was reduced
to 840x525 pixels). The same images were rendered using eye tracker and the
gaze-dependent AO rendering technique. We measured the rendering speed for
different locations of ROIs because the local complexity of a scene affects the
rendering time (there are more intersection tests in regions with more triangles).
The results are summarised in Table 1. We achieved a 276% performance boost
in the best case and average speed-up equal to 140.07%. However, even in that
worse case, we get a noticeable rendering speed-up.

Table 1. Rendering speeds for gaze-dependent AO. Regions A-E are located in Camera
1 image, regions F-J in Camera 2, and K-O in Camera 3.
Region
A B C D E F G H
I
J K L M N O
Speed [fps] 4.10 4.21 4.06 1.68 2.11 2.36 2.65 2.19 1.30 1.40 1.82 2.33 2.24 1.00 1.17
Speed-up [%] 201 210 199 24 55 146 176 128 35 46 194 276 261 61 89

Generally, the results show significant performance increase in a regions of
a small triangle number (box walls all around the screen). Worse outcome is
when we take the hardest to compute environment - middle of the screen (the
biggest samples number) and the dragon object (high level of the triangles).
It is consistent because when ROI is outside complex object, the computation
connected with this object are skipped.
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Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we propose to vary the accuracy of the ambient occlusion computations based on information about observer’s viewing direction. Thanks to
reducing a number of the AO rays in the parafoveal regions, we achieved significant rendering speed-up without decreasing the perceivable quality of the AO
shadowing.
In the future work we plan to implement a fixation algorithm suitable for
graphics rendering systems. It would help to stabilise capturing of the viewing
direction and would make the perceptual experiment less prone to interferences.
However, further progress in performance of the graphics systems and in accuracy
of eye trackers are clue factors projecting the development of gaze-dependent
technologies in computer graphics.
Acknowledgements
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